Letters to the Editor

TIME TO CLEAR UP

Dear Sirs:

We feel that it would be desirable at this time to clear up some mis-

information concerning the Ubildation Party that have been gaining wide-

spread circulation. Students are either ignorant of the origin of the

party or are supplementing their information with false statements.

The Ubildation Party was orga-
nized by a convention of sophomores who felt that the traditional

upperclassmen control by living groups did not serve to

educate. It is true that this

idea was hotly condemned, but this was the only realistic

course that could be taken in order that the Ubildation idea be

realized. Edward Johnson, Jr., was the only educational

officer to perform any leadership function in the election.

Comprehend the fundamentals upon which it depended. He never

learned to see exactly where it belonged in the more general

picture of science.

All officers of the Ubildation Party were largely masses of

comprehensives of facts. This require

him to gain a picture, not just the details, and to be able to reconstruct

any of them in a

mental framework. The Ubildation Party had the function of

fraying a rope's end of information accumulated strand by strand

in the forty-odd courses he has survived on his way to a degree.

By the time a man is

frayed, he is too busy trying to discover how to use that last

piece of information. Each of us is a prisoner in a cage of

hundreds of details, and the only way to escape is to solve

a variety of scientific or engineering problems. What happens?

The Ubildation Party was a way of taking the unification

of the fundamentals, which are sometimes too

specific to be of much importance, to a level where they could

be of real philosophical significance. They require

a senior, before he graduates, demonstrate that he

has gained at least the block-diagram of the entire field of his

specialization. Further, that the relation between

the parts and that he be able to reconstruct any of them in

a logical step-by-step process to a reasonable degree of comple-

tiveness.

The Ubildation Party is an attempt to correlate it with his

factual recollection of fundamental facts upon which it depended.

The Ubildation Party was able to do this because of the

number of comprehensive courses which have been required by the

student. One way the cost of

dormitory expenditures is carried by the Walker

Corporation. Meanwhile, the cost of

operations has gone up, therefore, the

rent rise. Furthermore, the University Corporation felt that the

cost of the deficit is carried by the Walker

Dormitories carrel no depreciation. Unless an item of $12,000 for

the rent raise, we called on Professor

Kispert of the Institute administrative...